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Starter questions:

(true or false and why)

What do you think is the "current, prevailing"
opinion in Canada?
1. If not for mankind, temperatures and greenhouse gases
(GHGs) would stabilize to their "natural" levels.
2. Temperatures today are about as high as they ever have been
since life began Earth, and higher than they have been since
civilization began.
3. What is, BY FAR, the most important GHG?
4. Industrialization has driven greenhouse gases (GHGs) to
levels higher than they have ever been.

Some popular misconceptions (contentious)
climate is "naturally stable"
climate always has changed, it is changing, and it always
will change,...irrespective of anthropogenic effects
recent temperature changes are
large
CO2 is the most important
GHG
CO2 correlates with
temperature since ~1850
CO2 drives temperature

the "precautionary principle"
demands radical action to
combat global warming

recent and projected T changes due to anthropogenic
effects are modest in scale and rapidity compared to
"natural" changes across all timescales
Water vapour is, by far. (plus ice, cloud) CO2
concentrations have >10 times higher during our
Phanerozoic (last 570 My).
Other than a general rise in both variables, CO2 does NOT
correlate very well with T (solar irradiance does)!!!
Temperature drives CO2!!!
but perhaps there is a "minor extra delta-T" in the last 20
or 30 years?
Adaptation continues to be the key response by mankind –
as it always has been!
Probability of radical cooling compared to warming!?!

Glacial Period
EPICA ice cores, Antarctica - Temperature, CO2
(graph flipped to show time increasing to the right)

Temperatures- the last 1,000 years
J. Veizer "Celestial climate driver: a perspective from four billion years of the carbon cycle" Geoscience
Canada, vol 32, no 1, pp13-27, 2005. CAVEAT: gas diffusion effects in glaciers
(a) solar cycle length (b) cosmic ray flux © solar irradiance (e) atmospheric [CO2]

Solar irradiance – last 400 years
K. Tapping, D. Boteler, P. Charbonneau, A. Church, A. Manson, H. Paquette "Modelling solar magnetic activity and irradiance variability
from the Maunder minimum to the present", unpublished draft presentation ?Jan06?

(Slide deleted - might not be published yet)

Back to Cooling?
●

●

●

●

Chances are, the temperature will go down in fits and
starts into the next ice age.
During ~Richard Nixon's Presidential era, global cooling
was a concern (there was a cooling trend from
~1940-1975, even while CO2 emissions were rapidly
rising).
While perceptions over the last 15 years have
emphasized global warming (highest solar irradiance in
7 ky?), many scientists are revisiting the global cooling
threat.
Apparently a Russian scientist predicts we'll enter a
Maunder-like minimum, starting in 7-10 years, which
might take ~30 to 50 years to develop.

Influenza pandemics and solar activity
K. Tapping, unplublished

(Slide deleted - might not be published yet)

Influenza pandemics & solar phase
K.F. Tapping, R.G. Mathias, D.L. Surkan, Canadian J. Infectious Diseases, vol 12, no 1, pp 61-62, Jan-Feb 2001

Consequences of Global Cooling
●

Agricultural productivity – down in a big way?
land area, [CO2], temperature

●

Influenza – possibility of severe pandemics

●

Plagues (bubonic, smallpox, cholera) – may be
associated with solar minima?

●

Similar questions as for global warming?

●

Energy consumption – big increase in heating for
temperate climates (but less A/C)

●

History shows these events aren't kind, unlike
warming.

Addenda

Timescales for global mean temperatures
Phanerozoic Era
(last 570 My)

Rise of C4 plants
(last 8 My)

?Astronomy – passage through the spirals of the galaxy?
Geology – mountain formation
Botany – gynosperms to angiosperms 130 to 80 my ago
Extremely high [CO2] levels OK – 25 times present day levels?
Botany – C4 grasslands/ steppes, preconcentrate CO2
?what happened to marine biology?

Glacial record
(last 400 ky)

Astronomy - insolation and orbital precession

Agricultural Age
(last 8 ky)

Agriculture – clearance of forests

–> effect of Jupiter, Saturn, Venus

From the ?Renaissance?
Astronomy - sunspot cycles, Maunder minimum
(last 700 y)
volcanic eruptions, pandemics, ?massive wars?
Modern Industrial EraAnthropogenic – industrial emissions of CO2
(last 150 y)
Agriculture, Urbanization – land coverage/ use
Seasonal
(last year!)

temperature swings >60 Celcius in Canada

Plant mediation of [CO2]?
T.E. Cerling, J.R. Ehleringer, J.M. Harris "Carbon dioxide starvation, the development of C4 ecosystems, and mammalian evolution" Phil
TransRSocLondB vol 353, pp159-171, 1998
C4 grasses expanded over last 6 to 8 Million years

Solar Variability since 1500

Sunspots – last 120 years

sami k. solanki 'sunspots; and overview'

The Astron Astrophys Rev (2003)

11: 153–286

Abstract. Sunspots are the most readily visible manifestations of solar magnetic field
concentrations and of their interaction with the Sun’s plasma. Although sunspots have been
extensively studied for almost 400 years and their magnetic nature has been known since
1908, our understanding of a number of their basic properties is still evolving, with the last
decades producing considerable advances. In the present review I outline our current
empirical knowledge and physical understanding of these fascinating structures. I
concentrate on the internal structure of sunspots, in particular their magnetic and thermal
properties and on some of their dynamical aspects.

Phanerozoic CO2
Royer et al – critique of Veizer&Shaviv
note;
Current [co2]=250-350 PPM i.e. 1/25 of past levels
the previous low is due to what at 350 My
authors do not explain t cycles

d.l. royer, r.a. berner, i.p. montanez, n.j. tabor, d.j. beerling 'co2
as a primary driver of climate' GSA Today; v. 14; no. 3, march
2004
ABSTRACT Recent studies have purported to show a closer correspondence between
reconstructed Phanerozoic records of cosmic ray flux and temperature than between CO2
and temperature. The role of the greenhouse gas CO2 in controlling global temperatures
has therefore been questioned. Here we review the geologic records of CO2 and glaciations
and find that CO2 was low (<500 ppm) during periods of long-lived and widespread
continental glaciations and high (>1000 ppm) during other, warmer periods. The CO2
record is likely robust because independent proxy records are highly correlated with CO2
predictions from geochemical models. The Phanerozoic sea surface temperature record as
inferred from shallow marine carbonate δ18O values has been used to quantitatively test the
importance of potential climate forcings, but it fails several first-order tests relative to more
well-established paleoclimatic indicators: both the early Paleozoic and Mesozoic are
calculated to have been too cold for too long. We explore the possible influence of seawater
pH on the δ18O record and find that a pH-corrected record matches the glacial record
much better. Periodic fluctuations in the cosmic ray flux may be of some climatic
significance, but are likely of secondorder importance on a multimillionyear timescale.

Geocarb Model

r.a. berner, z. kothavala 'geocarb iii; a revised model of atmospheric co2 over phanerozoic
time' american journal of science, vol 301, february 2001, p 182-204
'the long-term carbon cycle - on a multimillion year time scale the major processes affecting
atmospheric co2 is exchange between the atmospher and carbon stored in rocks.' --- geocarb
model plus/minus 10 mega-year resolution
gymnosperms before 130 my ago, angiosperm-dominated since 80 my ago
ABS TRACT. Re vis io n o f the GEOCARB mo de l (Be rne r, 1991, 1994) fo r pale o le ve ls o f
atmo s phe ric CO2 , has be e n made with e mphas is o n fac to rs affe c ting CO2 uptake by c o ntine ntal
we athe ring . This inc lude s : (1) ne w GCM (g e ne ral c irc ulatio n mo de l) re s ults fo r the de pe nde nc e
o f g lo bal me an s urfac e te mpe rature and runo ff o n CO2 , fo r bo th g lac iate d and no n-g lac iate d
pe rio ds , c o uple d with ne w re s ults fo r the te mpe rature re s po ns e to c hang e s in s o lar radiatio n;
(2) de mo ns tratio n that value s fo r the we athe ring -uplift fac to r fR(t) bas e d o n S r is o to pe s as was
do ne in GEOCARB II are in g e ne ral ag re e me nt with inde pe nde nt value s c alc ulate d fro m the
abundanc e o f te rrig e no us s e dime nts as a me as ure o f g lo bal phys ic al e ro s io n rate o ve r
Phane ro zo ic time ; (3) mo re ac c urate e s timate s o f the timing and the quantitative e ffe c ts o n CaMg s ilic ate we athe ring o f the ris e o f larg e vas c ular plants o n the c o ntine nts during the
De vo nian; (4) inc lus io n o f the e ffe c ts o f c hang e s in pale o g e o g raphy alo ne (c o ns tant CO2 and
s o lar radiatio n) o n g lo bal me an land s urfac e te mpe rature as it affe c ts the rate o f we athe ring ; (5)
c o ns ide ratio n o f the e ffe c ts o f vo lc anic we athe ring , bo th in s ubduc tio n zo ne s and o n the
s e aflo o r; (6) us e o f ne w data o n the d13 C value s fo r Phane ro zo ic lime s to ne s and o rg anic
matte r; (7) c o ns ide ratio n o f the re lative we athe ring e nhanc e me nt by g ymno s pe rms ve rs us
ang io s pe rms ; (8) re vis io n o f pale o land are a bas e d o n mo re re c e nt data and us e o f this data,
alo ng with GCM-bas e d pale o -runo ff re s ults , to c alc ulate g lo bal wate r dis c harg e fro m the
c o ntine nts o ve r time . Re s ults s ho w a s imilar o ve rall patte rn to tho s e fo r GEOCARB II: ve ry
hig h CO2 value s during the e arly Pale o zo ic , a larg e dro p during the De vo nian and
Carbo nife ro us , hig h value s during the e arly Me s o zo ic , and a g radual de c re as e fro m abo ut 170
Ma to lo w value s during the Ce no zo ic . Ho we ve r, the ne w re s ults e xhibit c o ns ide rably hig he r
CO2 value s during the Me s o zo ic , and the ir do wnward tre nd with time ag re e s with the
inde pe nde nt e s timate s o f Ekart and o the rs (1999). S e ns itivity analys is s ho ws that re s ults fo r
pale o -CO2 are e s pe c ially s e ns itive to : the e ffe c ts o f CO2 fe rtilizatio n and te mpe rature o n the
ac c e le ratio n o f plant-me diate d c he mic al we athe ring ; the quantitative e ffe c ts o f plants o n

Agricultural Effects?

w.f. ruddiman 'the anthropogenic greenhouse era began thousands of years ago'
climate change 61; 261-293, 2003
Abs trac t. The anthropogenic era is generally thought to have begun 150 to 200 years ago, when
the industrial revolution began producing CO2 and CH4 at rates sufficient to alter their compositions
in the atmosphere. A different hypothesis is posed here: anthropogenic emissions of these gases
first altered atmospheric concentrations thousands of years ago. This hypothesis is based on three
arguments. (1) Cyclic variations in CO2 and CH4 driven by Earth-orbital changes during the last
350,000 years predict decreases throughout the Holocene, but the CO2 trend began an anomalous
increase 8000 years ago, and the CH4 trend did so 5000 years ago. (2) Published explanations for
these mid- to late-Holocene gas increases based on natural forcing can be rejected based on paleoclimatic
evidence. (3) A wide array of archeological, cultural, historical and geologic evidence points
to viable explanations tied to anthropogenic changes resulting from early agriculture in Eurasia,
including the start of forest clearance by 8000 years ago and of rice irrigation by 5000 years ago. In
recent millennia, the estimated warming caused by these early gas emissions reached a global-mean
value of ~0.8 .C and roughly 2 .C at high latitudes, large enough to have stopped a glaciation of
northeastern Canada predicted by two kinds of climatic models. CO2 oscillations of ~10 ppm in the
last 1000 years are too large to be explained by external (solar-volcanic) forcing, but they can be
explained by outbreaks of bubonic plague that caused historically documented farm abandonment
in western Eurasia. Forest regrowth on abandoned farms sequestered enough carbon to account for
the observed CO2 decreases. Plague-driven CO2 changes were also a significant causal factor in
temperature changes during the Little Ice Age (1300–1900 AD).

